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“For the real estate agents that embrace
it, video will get your message across
faster and more convincingly than
any other medium” - Stephen Garner

Stephen Garner
President

Video Says Much More Than
Text or Pictures Ever Could.
Phone: 480.223.8113
Email: Stephen@HUbMediaCompany.com
HubMediaCompany.com
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Hi, I’m Stephen Garner, I’ve spent
over 12 years in the title industry in
Phoenix, Arizona, the better part of
5 years helping real estate agents
just like you get “found online”. Real
estate marketing has changed. One
of those changes is VIDEO. I believe
there are 2 types of real estate
agents. Those that are using video
in their real estate business and
those that will be. You will be using
video in your real estate business
to market your real estate listings,
for your personal marketing, not
because it’s cool or even sexy, [it is
by the way] you will be using video
in your real estate business because
the consumer is demanding it. Video
simply says so much more that text
or pictures ever could. If a picture
says 1000 words, a video says - the

rest. There is a right way and a wrong
way to use video in your real estate
business. If your goal is to use video
to talk about how AWESOME you
or your team are, take my words of
advice and save your breath as NO
ONE will likely “FIND” or “WATCH”
your real estate videos. Marketing
is about VALUE for the consumer.
This ebook is designed to help you
navigate the challenges that I faced
when I started using video in my
business as well as give you ideas,
therefor saving you time and money.
Thanks,

StephenGarner
“President, Hub Media
Company”

R

eal estate marketing as you know it has
changed. I’ve been a title rep for over 10 years
in Phoenix, Arizona. “In the old days”, when it
came to real estate marketing, real estate agents
and loan officers asked me for postcards, flyers,
door hangers, sports schedules, geographic farms
(with labels) and phone lists [preferably scrubbed
against the DO NOT CALL LIST]. This is considered
OUTBOUND MARKETING. Outbound Marketing or
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Gather Information
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If you look at your own behavior you
will see this is true. This shift in consumer behavior has rendered many
of the staples of real estate marketing
less effective if not useless and certainly cost prohibitive. Many real estate
professionals don’t realize there is a
viable alternative to Outbound Marketing. There is. It’s called INBOUND
MARKETING. Inbound Marketing is the
process of creating CONTENT your
ideal client would look for online when
they have a need. Content like blog

INTERRUPTION MARKETING relies on interrupting
consumers, breaking their normal patterns to
look at your messages. In addition to direct mail,
examples of outbound marketing include: TV,
RADIO, BILLBOARDS, COLD CALLS, NEWS PAPER
ADS, MAGAZINE ADS, DOOR KNOCKING etc. Ya
know, pretty much all the stuff you hate being done
to you. The average consumer is interrupted over
2000 times per day by people that want to SELL
THEM SOMETHING. Consumers hate interruption
marketing, you hate interruption marketing, yet
- you most likely do it. WHY? Because you didn’t
know there was any other option. Outbound
marketing tools are becoming less effective,
especially in the real estate space because
CONSUMERS HAVE SHIFTED THEIR BEHAVIOR ONLINE. Today, over 90% of consumers start their
home search online.
Consumers go online for 2 reasons.

Solve A Problem

posts, pictures, ebooks like this one,
pictures, podcasts, white boards and
yes - VIDEOS. To create content your
ideal client would look for online you
must first know WHO your ideal client
is. In the outbound marketing world,
real estate agents SPAM everyone in
the hopes that their message lands
at the moment a consumer has a
need for their real estate services.
This is marketing to the FUTURE. In
the inbound marketing world, you are
creating content aimed at attracting the

TEXT ---> PICTURES --->
MORE PICTURES ---> VIDEO

consumers you want to do business
with at the EXACT MOMENT THEY
ARE MOST INTERESTED IN HEARING
WHAT YOU HAVE TO SAY.
Attracting them to your website/
blog or landing pages. Real estate is
EMOTIONAL and VISUAL. The natural
progression of consumer demand
related to real estate information
looks like

EXPERTISE

If a picture says 1000 words, a
video says ?

BRANDING

The benefits of video in your real estate business include:

TRAFFIC {Consumers}

DRIVES TRAFFIC TO YOUR
WEBSITE

AUTHORITY

BUILD TRUST & RAPPORT

IT’S FREE

PROFESSIONALISM

CONVERSION

CONSUMERS EXPECT &
DEMAND IT

TRANSPARENCY

and much more
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YOUTUBE STATISTICS
“Subscribe to our
YouTube Channel for
relevant video content
and examples to help
you grow your real
estate business.”

EQUIPMENT
One of the biggest misconceptions about video is
that it costs a lot of money. It doesn’t have to. You can
spend thousands of dollars on camera equipment,
computers, wireless microphones and receivers, editing
software but you do not need to. There are plenty of
affordable video options. Here are some of them:

Camera Equipment
• 55% marketshare compared to its competitors [Vimeo,
Vidler, Blip.TV, BrightCove, etc]
• 100 hours of video are uploaded every minute
More than 1 BILLION unique users each month
• According to Nielsen, YouTube reaches more US adults
ages 18-34 than any cable network
• Mobile views make up 40% of YouTube’s global watch
time
• 2nd largest search engine
• 3rd most visited website in the world
• Average user spends 15 minutes per day on YouTube

Kodak Zi8 $180.00 $280.00 [new]
Flip Mino HD [limited
support]
Kodak PlayTouch
$100.00
Canon T3i $600
Canon T4i $650
Canon T5i $800
Canon SL1 $500
Canon 60D $1000 - $1300
Canon 70D $1100.00 (Body Only)
Your Mac or PC
iPhone 4, iPhone 4s, iPhone 5, 5s

Wireless Lavaliere Mic and
Receivers
AZDEN WLX - PRO
$150.00
SONY WCS999 $111.00
SENNHEISER EW112-p $600
Zalman ZM Mic -1 (wired) <$10

BENEFITS OF VIDEO
IN REAL ESTATE
1. It drives qualified traffic to your website
2. Excellent for branding, professionalism and authority
3. It is the way to be marketing real estate today
4. It’s FREE and can work FOREVER. (50% of
the leads I get on MyTitleGuy.com come
from my VIDEOS. Many of them I created
over 3 years ago!)
5. IT BUILDS TRUST AND RAPPORT
6. According to The National Association Of REALTORS®
73% of sellers report they would list with a real estate
agent that would use video to market their property.
7. Homes with video receive 4 times the inquiries as
homes without.
8. It helps the consumer mentally move in to the property.
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Tripods
Ravelli AVT - $100.00 or
LESS
Polaroid 72” PROPOD $50.00
or LESS
Davis & Sanford Provista 7517
$150- $200

Editing Software
Windows Movie Maker
(PC) - FREE
iMovie (mac) - FREE
Final Cut PRO (Mac) - $250.00
Final Cut PRO X - (Mac) $299.99
Sony Vegas (PC) - $99.00
Camtasia Mac - $99.00
Camtasia 8 - $300
Screen Flow $99 (Mac Only)

SCREEN CAPTURE SOFTWARE
There are many different screen capture software
programs, some are FREE some are PAID.
• Screenr
• Screencast-o-matic
• CamStudio
• Copernicus
• Jing
• Screenpresso
• GoView
• Screencast.com
• Screenflow
• Camtasia Studio PC {PAID}
• Camtasia Mac {PAID}

Screen Capture videos are excellent ways to show
your knowledge, marketing prowess, professionalism and your personality without having to resort to
the “I’m the best and hey. look at my designations!”
(Consumers will HATE you for this by the way - no
one likes a showboat, especially when they believe
you are all the same)

Topics For Your Screen Capture
Videos could include
Your Website
IDX
FlexMLS Portal
Your Listings
The Purchase Contact
Cure Period Notice
Buying/Selling process
A listing a buyer has
expressed interest in
A new listing to
the market
Your listing presentation
Your Marketing Plan
The Best Deals In
(your area) and WHY!
THE HOW TO’s OF
Buying A Home
THE HOW TO’s OF
SELLING A Home
THE HOW TO’s OF
INVESTING In Real Estate
1,2,3’s Of. . .
Property Taxes and
SOOOO much more
www.HubMediaCompany.com
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WHAT SHOULD I MAKE
VIDEOS ABOUT?
The future of your real estate business relies heavily upon you conveying your
value. One of the easiest and best ways to do this is through telling a story.

Frequently Asked Questions.

TAKE YOUR REALTOR
HAT OFF AND PUT
YOUR CONSUMER
HAT ON..
Create a series. Tips or ABC’s
of Short Sale, Foreclosure,
Buying a Home, Selling a
Home, Refinancing a Home,
Investing, Title Insurance,
Home Warranties, Loan officers, best practices and
cautionary tales
Video Series T E A M
Make every letter stand for
something
A,B,C’s OF. . . .
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What is earnest money?
How much should it be and why?
Do I get my keys at the closing?
Why or why not?
What are the property taxes in your
area?
How are the schools in your area?
What is the standard of measure
for schools in your area?
How Do You Get Paid?
Short Sale Process [buying and
selling]

What Would You Look For If You
Were Moving From New York To
Your City?

TELL ME ABOUT PHOENIX OR
SCOTTSDALE, ATLANTA ETC.
WHAT IS IT, WHERE IS IT? WHAT
MAKES IT A GREAT PLACE TO
LIVE?

TAKE YOUR REAL ESTATE HAT
OFF AND PUT YOUR CONSUMER
HAT ON. FROM THE OUTSIDE - IN

Amenities, Location
Distance From Airport
Lifestyle
Things To Do,
Property Taxes,
Transportation,
Jobs.

Make A Video About A
Subdivision. From The Consumers
Point Of View, What Makes Val
Vista Lakes Or Ocotillo A Great
Place To Live? How Many Homes
Are There? Is There A Community
Park? Community Center? Where
Is It Located?

Tell The Consumer About Your
Listing.
Where Is It? Curb Appeal,
Bedrooms, Bath,
Granite,Appliances,Pool,
Landscaping.
Sell It To Me Without Using
Traditional Realtor® Jargon Like
(Comps, Cost Per Sq Ft, Etc)

CREATING KILLER VIDEOS
No one wants to sit and watch a “talking head”, especially when
the video is 6 minutes long. The best videos are SHORT.
Editing
Keep your videos 3 minutes
long or LESS! It is asking a
lot of someone that you don’t
know, that doesn’t know you or
your value to watch a 6-8 minute video. Your videos have a
better chance of being watched
if they are SHORT.

The more the better. The right
editing can make or break your
video and therefor your message. You can edit your videos
to include different camera
angles, music, transitions,
annotations, pictures, picture in
picture, video in video

ENGAGEMENT IS THE ABILITY TO
HOLD SOMEONE’S ATTENTION.
HERE ARE SOME TIPS FOR KEEPING YOUR
AUDIENCES ATTENTION

Use A Visual Aid

Be Controversial

Whenever possible use a visual aid in your videos. If you
are talking about the purchase contact, incorporate the
contract into your video - hold it,
demonstrate it. Talking about Foreclosure? Use a foreclosure sign in your video, short sale etc.

No one likes “Vanilla”. It’s boring. Vanilla on the Internet
is the kiss of death. Eyeballs go to the best content on
the internet - period. Be likable, yet take a stand for what
you believe in. Don’t be afraid to be YOU. Disagree with
the experts: Anyone telling you, you can’t buy a home
after a short sale is plain WRONG! Here’s WHY!

www.HubMediaCompany.com
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“For the real estate agents that embrace
it, video will get your message across
faster and more convincingly than
any other medium” - Stephen Garner

VIDEO OUTLINE
INTRO

BODY

CONCLU S I ON

Get To The Point As Soon As Possible.

The Body Delivers The Information
The Introduction Promised.

The Conclusion Must Include A
Call To Action With An Offer Of
More Value.

Who Are You?
Why Should They Listen To
You?
What Value Will You Provide Them?
“Hello, My Name Is Stephen, Thank You
For
Stopping By My Channel Today, In
Today’s
Video I Would Like To Talk About
Marketing A Home For Sale.”

“5 Years Ago [2005-2006] Marketing
A Home Entailed Entering It Into The
Multiple Listing Service. Back Then,
I Like To Say, Even A Blind Poodle
Could Sell Real Estate. Today The
Game Of Marketing A Home Is Quite
Different. Today 94% Of Consumers
Start Their Home Search Online,
That’s Why It’s Important To Have An
Agent That Understands How To Get
Your Home To
Stand Out, To Get Found Online”

VIDEOS
I’ve made all kinds of videos. Property videos, interviews, HOW TO’s,
Demonstration, Screencast, Animation, Funny videos, Green Screen,
Whiteboard.
Some of the videos I have created are below. They are all clickable links.
For more videos check out my YouTube
channel http:youtube.com/user/hubmediacompany
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“Thank You For Watching
My Video Today. For More
Information About Marketing Your
Home On The Internet Please Call
Me @ 480.223.8113, Email Me @
Mytitleguy@Me.com Fill Out The
Form Below Or Subscribe To My
Youtube Channel And I Will Send
You
A List Of Tools I Use To Market
Your Home On The Internet”

HUB Media Company Video Examples

Community/Subdivision Real Estate Videos

Cinematic HD Property Tours

Community videos can highlight almost
anything. Subdivisions, schools, restaurants,
things to do, lifestyle, builders, even residents.
Speak with the residents, young and old, ask
them why they love their community and they
will tell the consumer everything they need to
know, without SELLING. Now that’s SOCIAL
PROOF.

If you’re looking for real estate video, you’re
looking for HUB Media Company. We
specialize in all things real estate video. From
Cinematic HD Property Tours to Interviews,
Green Screen to Lifestyle we literally do it all.
We create professional HD video for the real
estate space.

Lifestyle Real Estate Video

Website Introduction Video

Lifestyle is a big selling point in real estate
but especially important in luxury real estate.
The buyer is not plunking down $500,000,
$1 Million or even $30 million for a piece of
land with a pool and a view, no, they are really
purchasing a lifestyle.

A good website introduction video is more
about THEM and LESS about you. Below are
a few website intros we have created. By the
end of the videos you will know who’s website
you are on, what the agent looks like and most
importantly, HOW the website and the agent
can HELP you.

Testimonial Video

Commercial

The Testimonial Video is exactly what it
sounds like. A video of a past client talking
about what it was like working with you.
What problem(s) you solved. How you saved
them time and or money. This type of video is
effective because it’s not YOU talking about
why you are great.

Need a story told? We’d love to help. Our
videos will help you tell your story to the
world in an engaging, dynamic and unique
way. Fill out the contact us form below and
tell us all about your vision, we’ll help you
make it a reality.

www.HubMediaCompany.com
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SOME VIDEO TYPES

Property Video

Property Video

Subdivision

Subdivision Video Example
(with agent)

Website Introduction

Green Screen

Lifestyle

Lifestyle

Community

Commercial

Professional Profile

Luxury

“Visit Our Portfolio For Our Latest Videos”

http://hubmediacompany.com/portfolio/
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Partner Testimonials
Amy

Amy

RE/MAX

RE/MAX

“Just had a call from buyers from Utah.
They had been working with a realtor
last year and saw my ocotillo listing
& the video. Said the video sold them
on me as I seemed very personable &
they subscribed to my youtube channel
just to watch me & my listings. Coming
in this weekend to buy a home up to
900,000. THAT’s why it’s NOT about
the house”

“The villa we shot in Ocotillo…SOLD!
Full price CASH offer close in 20 days.
The sellers are ecstatic. Quote from the
seller “I sent that video to my friends all
over the country and every one of them
said ‘I’ve never seen an agent do a video
like that!’ You guys are Real Estate Rock
Stars!” OH…and that ocotillo buyer?
NEVER visited the home in person. Sold
on photos and video alone”

Mindy

George

RE/MAX

RE/MAX

More than once, I have had a potential
client call on one of our listings and say
that they “LOVED THE VIDEO!”. Just this
month, we had an agent call on one of
our listings and say that their CLIENT
had sent them our video and they
wanted to see the house. Yes – this is
real, and we’re under contract! A big
thank you to Stephen Garner and HUB
Media Company for always being one
step ahead of the game.

The West Wing property is under
contract… The buyer’s agent who lives in
the neighborhood got our open house
flyer, came to the open house and said
“wow my sister who lives out of state
would love this house, what is the MLS
number?” Tiffany said “oh I have better
than that let me send you a video we
made of this listing and you can forward
it to her and see what she thinks”…she
loved the video, her and her husband
actually flew in to see the home (and
others of course) but ultimately ours
was the one that they bought – BOOM.
That video really came in handy FYI :-)

Becky

Dan

RE/MAX

RE/MAX

Happy Thanksgiving to you and your
family, Becky – Walter and I have
looked at the video and it has been
very well done! Perhaps we should be
buying the house!!

Went to their home tonight to finalize
paperwork and they just happened
to ask when I thought the video wold
be complete and I told them I had just
received it. I showed them right there
on my phone and they were blown
away! They said they never would have
thought it would have looked that good.
They want me to send them the link so
they can post it to their FB account for
their friends to see. THAT IS WHAT IT IS
ALL ABOUT! Thanks Stephen, your Da’
Man!!”

www.HubMediaCompany.com
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Why HUB MEDIA COMPANY?

W

e use the latest technologies and tools to create visually compelling stories. Stories that evoke emotion in
the eyes of the consumer. We don’t document what a home, subdivision or community looks like, anyone
can do that - we bring it to life. We use the latest cinema cameras, jib’s, cranes and aerial platforms to really
make our clients videos pop.
Why do some of the valley’s top real estate agents, lenders and title companies choose Hub Media Company to tell
their story? In addition to a passion for creating great stories, our president knows your business. He lived it for 13
years. As a sales executive for multiple title companies, Stephen went through the same markets and challenges you,
the real estate agent did. He had to provide value to his client - the real estate agent, in the same way you will have
to provide value to the consumer. Stephen had to differentiate himself from his competitors just like you’ll have to.
Video was born out of this quest to differentiate himself and his business. Over the years Stephen has learned what
works and what doesn’t, he made all the mistakes. Mistakes you won’t have to. Working with HUB Media Company
translates into not only a superior product but significant time and money savings as well
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VIDEO OPTIMIZATION AND
SYNDICATION

Y

ou can have the best video. The best equipment. The best talent in the video – “you” in the best location (So
Cal, Hawaii, a multi million dollar estate), the best story and ALL of it can be for not IF no one sees your video.
Yes it’s true. We want your ideal client (the demographic of consumer you had us create the video for) to see it.
That’s why we provide our clients with the most up to date techniques and platforms to promote their videos online
and off. Through our password protected video tutorials we will keep you abreast of the latest techniques and tools to
beat your competition. Remember, 80% of consumers will choose the first real estate agent they find - we want that
agent to be you.

www.HubMediaCompany.com
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GREEN SCREEN
H

ub Media Company has it’s own green screen studio
in Tempe, AZ. At almost 1,600 square feet, we can
create almost anything our clients would like, your only
limitation is literally your imagination.
Green screen refers to a production technique used to
make people or products look like they are somewhere
they aren’t. The subject (you) is filmed against a plain
background, which is typically green. The background is
later “keyed”.
Keying or “Chroma Keying” is the process of isolating a
single color in an electronic image. Once isolated, we use
special editing software to make that value transparent,
allowing another image or video to show through the
affected area(s).

Green screen technology has been used by Hollywood
since the early 1930´s. You have seen it in your favorite
TV shows, movies and even the local news. While green
screen is nothing new to professional photography or videography, it is relatively new to real estate marketing. Green
screen video allows us to place any background we would like into your photos and/or videos.
HUB Media Company has its own dedicated video studio with green screen to help our clients grow their business.
Green screen videos allow real estate professionals to build or reinforce an existing brand, they also help save time
and money as we can control all aspects of our studio from lighting to sound to background. With a green screen we
can make it appear as through you are anywhere. In your office, on a busy freeway or in Paris, in front of a home or
even inside it. We don’t need to worry about the position of the sun, noisy or distracting environments, we can create
a video anytime - anywhere.
Green screen is perfect for delivering information to the consumer. Savvy real estate agents can explain different
aspects of the buying, selling, investing process in a way where the real estate agent remains the central focus. Not
all green screens are created the same. GREAT LIGHTING and SOUND are IMPERATIVE for a good green screen
video, lacking one or both will divert from your message and become a distraction.
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“I have always embraced technology to stay above the curve for real estate agents. I
have always had a 6th sense when anticipating where real estate marketing is heading.
This has served me well as I was recently ranked the #16 real estate agent in the
Phoenix Metro Area by the Phoenix Business Journal. Stephen is the first instructor who
REALLY gets it. This is a must have for any agent serious about staying relevant. Thank
you, Stephen!!” -Amy Jones, RE/MAX Phoenix

“Like Us On Facebook and subscribe to our YouTube
Channel for relevant video content and examples to help
you grow your real estate business.
www.HubMediaCompany.com
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